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Abstract

Documents, pictures, and other such non-quantitative information pose interesting new problems in the database world. We have developed a language for queries which serves as an extension of the browsing model of hypertext systems. The query language and data model fit naturally into a distributed environment. We discuss a simple and efficient method for processing distributed queries in this language. Results of experiments run on a distributed data server using this algorithm are presented.

1. Introduction

HyperFile is a back-end data storage and retrieval facility for document management applications. The goal of HyperFile is not just to store traditional documents containing text. It also supports multimedia documents containing images, graphics, or audio. In addition, it must support hypertext applications where documents are viewed as directed graphs and end-users can navigate these graphs and display their nodes. Another goal is to provide a shared repository for multiple and diverse applications. For example, it should be possible for a user running a particular document management system to view a VLSI design stored in HyperFile. Similarly, a user running a VLSI design tool should be able to refer to a document that describes the operation of a particular circuit.

Given our requirements, it makes sense to implement HyperFile as a back-end service, as shown in Figure 1. Although not essential, we do expect that in many cases applications and HyperFile will run on separate computers. This is because: (1) HyperFile represents a shared resource so it is important to off load as much work as possible, (2) the applications probably have different hardware requirements (e.g., color graphics displays) than the service (e.g., large secondary storage capacity, high performance IO bus), and (3) it enhances the autonomy of the applications.

We stress that the HyperFile "server" will often be distributed over multiple computers. In some cases, the source objects or documents will be inherently distributed over multiple nodes. For example, old papers would be placed on an archival server, whereas it makes sense to keep work in progress on the author's workstation. As a more extreme example, two geographically distant institutions may want to (transparently) share information, however neither wishes to provide space for storing the other's documents. In others cases, distribution is required to provide reliability, high performance, large capacity, and/or modularity. As we will see throughout this paper, this distribution requirement drives many of the design decisions made in HyperFile.

Given that we wish to provide a data server, the most important question is what interface to provide the applications. There is actually a spectrum of possibilities. At one end we have a file interface. In this case, the server only understands named byte sequences. The server does not understand the contents; it can only retrieve a file given its name or store a new file. From one point of view, this is a good model: it makes the data server simple, offloading all of the interpretation of the data to the application. One could even argue that it facilitates sharing because it does not impose a particular data model that may be inappropriate for some applications. On the other
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Figure 1: HyperFile as a back-end service.
hand, a file interface increases the number of server-application interactions and/or the amount of data that must be transmitted. For example, say we want to search for a book with some given properties, e.g., published between May 1901 and February 1902. Since the server does not understand publication dates, the application will be forced to retrieve many more books than are actually required. Of course, the application could also build index structures for some common queries, but then these indexes do not cover all cases, plus traversing the index structures also requires interactions with the server.

For the type of applications we are considering, we would like to have some more server search functions, while still preserving the simplicity and flexibility of a file interface. This is precisely the goal of HyperFile. The philosophy is that HyperFile will not understand the contents of objects, except for some key properties (defined by the application) that will be used for retrieval. Examples of properties may be the title of a paper, the clock speed of a particular chip, the objects that are referenced (hypertext links), or the previous version of a program (pointer to another object). Searches based on these properties will be performed by HyperFile, usually with a single request and retrieving only the data of interest. More complex searches (e.g., find all chips that have a race condition) will involve additional processing by the application. The fundamental idea is that HyperFile is powerful enough so that, for the applications of interest, most of the searching can be done at the server, while at the same time being straightforward enough to have a simple and efficient distributed implementation.

There are a number of distributed system issues that have driven the design of HyperFile. We outline a few here.

- Communication may be expensive. HyperFile servers may be widely separated. Therefore messages should be as small as possible, limited in number, and able to be sent using simple protocols.
- HyperFile should scale well. The system may be large, and queries may only need objects from a few nodes. Only those nodes should be involved in processing the query.
- Server nodes may be autonomous. They should not be subject to any more global control than necessary, and lack of cooperation from one node must not shut down the entire service.
- Partial results are better than none at all. If Node A is down, one should still be able to pose a query to Node B. This may not produce a complete answer to the query, but it may be adequate.

In our server interface spectrum, there are of course other options in addition to files and HyperFile. We feel that they do not meet the goals we have for a data server. However, at this point we do want to stress we are not ruling out other interfaces for different applications (or even for document processing ones). As a matter of fact, other interfaces (such as an object-oriented database or a file system) could be implemented at the server next to (or even on top of) HyperFile. Our point is that HyperFile represents an interesting point in the interface spectrum, providing the right mix of facilities and simplicity for many document management applications.

The following section gives an overview of the HyperFile data model and query interface. Section 3 gives the algorithm we use for processing queries. Other issues in a distributed environment are discussed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we describe a prototype implementation of HyperFile and present results from an experimental evaluation of the query processing algorithm.

2. The Query Interface

In HyperFile, objects are modeled as sets of tuples. These tuples can contain text, pictorial data, keywords, bibliographic information, references and pointers to other objects, or arbitrary bit strings. A sample set, containing (for example) a module from a Software Engineering system, is:

```plaintext
{ (String,"Title","Main Program for Sort routine")
 (String,"Author","Joe Programmer")
 (Text,"Description","Arbitrary text description.")
 (Text,"C Code","Text of the Program")
 (Text,"Object Code","Executable for module")
 (Pointer,"Called Routine","Pointer to another object")
 (Pointer,"Library","Pointer to a library used by this routine")
}
```

Note that tuples have three parts: A type, which identifies the data types of the remaining fields to HyperFile; a key, which is used by the application to specify the purpose of the tuple; and data, which can be a simple type such as a string or pointer, or complex (and not understood by HyperFile) such as a paragraph of text or the object code of a program. The possible entries in the type field are not fixed; applications can define new types. For example, an application could define Object_Code to be a type where the key would name the target machine. This would be a convention between applications; HyperFile would only understand Object_Code as a type of tuple having a string as a key, and arbitrary bits as data. The data server does not understand (or restrict) the concepts of "target machine" or "object code".

1 We have not included a more detailed comparison with other systems here due to space constraints. A comparison of HyperFile with other systems is available in Princeton University Department of Computer Science Technical Report CS-TR-295-90, an extended version of this paper.
Tuples may contain pointers to other objects, as shown in the above example. From the viewpoint of an application, such pointers simply identify other objects regardless of location. In other words, distribution is transparent. The query processing algorithm must handle remote pointers differently from local ones; this is discussed in Section 3.

An application may use multiple HyperFile objects to store what the end user views as a single "document". For example, one text processing application may wish to store an entire paper in a single object, while another one may store each paragraph in a separate object, linking them together into sections and chapters with additional objects. This is entirely up to the application.

As stated in the introduction, our goal is to retain (as much as possible) the simplicity and flexibility of a file system. This is why our objects have such an elementary model. There is no rigid, predefined schema, and there are no object classes. Our model is similar to that of a file system, with tuples containing pointers to the objects in the set. The set of objects is used as set and basic selection operations only operate on one or two objects.

2.1. Filter Queries

Filtering queries start with a set of objects, and produce a new set which may contain some of the items in the original as well as items which are reachable from those in the original set. There are two types of operations which happen in a query:

- An object may be tested to see if any of its tuples match particular criteria (example, does the item contain object code?)
- A pointer may be followed; the item pointed to will become one of those being processed.

A sample query, to find all the objects in the set S (as shown in Figure 2) which were written by Joe Programmer, is:

\[
S \mid \{(\text{String}, \text{"Author"}, \text{"Joe Programmer"})\} \rightarrow T
\]

This takes the objects pointed to by S (L, M, and N); checks to see if they have a tuple of type String with the key Author and data Joe Programmer; and puts the resulting items (only M in the example) into the set T. We can also write a query to find the programs in S and in the routines they call which are written by Joe:

\[
S \mid \{(\text{Pointer}, \text{"Called Routine"}, ?X) \mid \uparrow \uparrow X\} \mid \{(\text{String}, \text{"Author"}, \text{"Joe Programmer"})\} \rightarrow T
\]

In this case we again start with the items pointed to by S. Tuples which contain the key Called Routine are selected, and the value of the pointer (for example, the pointer to C) is placed in the variable X (using the ?X operator.) Note that X is a set-valued variable, and thus can contain many references. In the next part of the query, the values placed in each X are dereferenced using the operator \(\uparrow \uparrow X\). This adds C to the set of "possible results" (which becomes \(\{M, N, L\} \cup \{C\}\)). The last part of the query checks for the presence of the author Joe Programmer in the items. The objects which meet this criterion \((M, N, L)\) are placed in the result set T, which can be used in further queries just like the set S. Note that the key Called Routine is used to select a particular category of pointer; we could use a wild card (?T) in place of the key Called Routine if we wished to follow all pointers (such as the Library pointer.)

Note that we do not handle backward chaining, such as find all routines that call this one. If such queries are of interest, the application can explicitly incorporate back

\[\text{\textbullet a variable set with } ?X \text{can also be used to compare different tuples within a document; for example to find routines that are "Maintained by" one of the "Author"s. We will not describe this in detail as it is unrelated to distributed query processing; a complete description is in[3].} \]

\[\text{\textbullet the } \uparrow \uparrow X \text{ operator keeps the pointing object as well as the item referenced. There is also an operator } \uparrow X \text{ which keeps only the referenced object.} \]
pointers in the objects. This fits with our policy of providing a low-level service on which applications are built.

Iteration is also provided, in case we wish to traverse the graph created by the pointers. The iteration can occur a fixed number of times, or can continue indefinitely (to find a transitive closure of the reference graph.) Expanding the "called routine" query to check the transitive closure of the called routines in $S$ would be done as follows:

$$S \left[ \left( \text{Pointer, "Called Routine", ?X} \right) \uparrow \uparrow X \right]$$

$$\left( \text{String, "Author", "Joe Programmer"} \right) \rightarrow T$$

Replacing the $\uparrow$ with $\uparrow^3$ would cause the iteration to terminate after three levels of pointers have been traversed.

The meaning of $[<\text{query part}>]^k$ is to repeat $<\text{query part}>$ k times, as if the loop was unrolled and executed straight through.

This last query illustrates the main goal of our query interface. In a conventional hypertext system, the above query would require repeated user actions (manual navigation.) A conventional file system would also require repeated interactions. HyperFile performs the full query with a single request to the server.

Like our interface, $G^*[6]$ provides for graph based transitive-closure queries. However, computing some $G^*$ queries can be NP-hard[12]. We have tried to keep our interface simple, so that all queries will be computationally feasible. Our filter queries provide for the common queries we expect to see in document applications. As a matter of fact, we interviewed a number of potential users to learn what requirements they had for a back-end "document" server. These users included hardware designers, programmers, hypertext users, and users of other document retrieval systems[3]. From our discussions we learned that chained queries (our $\left[ \right]$ operator), pointer dereferencing ($\uparrow$ and $\uparrow \uparrow$) and, of course, selection were very common. We believe that the vast majority of searches in such applications can be easily and succinctly expressed in the language of our interface.

The preceding queries do not illustrate how results are actually provided to the application. HyperFile only recognizes certain simple data types (such as pointers, numbers, and keywords.) The bulk of the data is viewed as a sequence of bits, much like a file in a file system. These are retrieved using the $\rightarrow$ operator. Note that the HyperFile query interface is an embedded language; the $\rightarrow$ retrieves the requested field into a variable in the application programming language. For example, a C application program could contain:

```c
n = 1;
S \left[ \left( \text{String, "Author", "Chris Clifton"} \right) \rightarrow T \right]
\left( \text{String, "Title", +title} \right) \rightarrow T
\{ printf("%d: %s", n++, title) \}
```

to display individually all of the titles of documents (neatly numbered) in $S$ written by Chris Clifton. Note that these are exactly the documents in $T$, which can be used in further queries. The above variable title can be of any type in the programming language of the application.

Note that the above retrieval must be done explicitly; queries which just search for objects of interest will not cause any data to be returned. The majority of queries will be used to construct a set of interesting items. These queries need not send large amounts of data (text, bitmaps, etc.) When the set of items of interest is small enough that the user actually wants to see them, a query is issued to retrieve just the desired fields. In addition, we take advantage of large memories (such as in the Massive Memory Machine project at Princeton[8]) to cache all of the pointers, keywords, and other such search information so that disk access is only required to obtain large items.

Due to space limitations we have not described all the facilities of HyperFile. A more complete description of the data model and query interface is given in[3]. In addition to the distributed server, we have developed facilities for indexing[4]. These support conventional indexes (say for keywords in documents), as well as indexes based on the reachability of an object (to speed up queries such as "Find all documents referenced directly or indirectly by this document that in addition have a given keyword").

Finally, note that the query interface we have described is not intended for end users. Instead, application-specific
interfaces will be used, and the application will compose the HyperFile query. For example, in a programming environment the user may first choose what to search for (variable name, author), and then be provided with three main choices: look in the current module, in all called modules, or in the entire program containing the current module. The application would then use these choices to generate a HyperFile query. We are currently developing a graphical/menu driven interface as one type of HyperFile application.

3. Query Processing

The filtering queries of HyperFile are simple to process in a distributed system. Pointer traversal is handled by sending the query along the pointer; the only data which must be sent across the network are the results of the query. We will first present the processing algorithm ignoring remote pointers, and then show the details of handling remote pointers.

First let us introduce a notation for representing queries. Let a query Q be:

\[ Q : S_i F_1 F_2 \cdots F_n \rightarrow S_0 \]

where \( S_i \) is the initial set of objects, \( S_0 \) is the result set of objects, and each \( F_i \) is a filter operation of the form:

\[ F_i : \text{(type, pattern, pattern)} \]

\[ \uparrow \text{matching variable} \quad \text{Dereference} \]

\[ \uparrow \text{matching variable} \quad \text{Dereference retaining} \]

\[ I_j \quad \text{Iterator starting at } F_j, \text{ ending at } F_{j+1}, \text{ and } \text{repeating } k \text{ times.} \]

The pattern in the tuple selection filter operation varies depending on the type of the value. It may be a string, a range of numbers, or a matching variable.

Let us look at a sample query: Take all of the items in the set \( S \) and choose those which contain the keyword Distributed. In addition, follow reference pointers for three levels searching for objects which meet these criteria:

\[ S \{ (\text{pointer, "Reference", } ?X) \mid \uparrow \uparrow X \} \]

\[ (\text{keyword, "Distributed", } ?) \rightarrow T \]

In the above query, \( F_1 = (\text{pointer, Reference, } ?X) \), a selection operation which sets the matching variable \( X \). \( F_2 = \uparrow \uparrow X \), a dereference of the matching variable. \( F_3 \) is the iterator \( I \), which starts at \( F_1 \) and causes pointers to be followed for up to three levels. The last filter \( F_4 = (\text{keyword, Distributed, } ?) \) does simple pattern matching: Any object containing a tuple with type keyword, key Distributed, and any value for the data field will pass this section. The initial set \( S_i \) is \( S \), and \( T \) will be bound to the result set \( S_0 \).

Certain temporary information will be associated with each object \( O \) which is processed by a query. These are:

- \( O.id \): The unique Object id (used to retrieve the object.)
- \( O.next \): The index of the next filter \( F_i \) to process the object.
- \( O.start \): The first filter to process the object. For objects in the initial set \( S_i \) this is 1. Objects reached as a result of a dereference will have their .start set to the filter following the dereference.
- \( O.iter# \): The current iteration of an iterator; this corresponds to the length of the pointer chain used to reach \( O \) from the initial set.
- \( O.mvars \): A table of bindings of matching variables for the object. This is a function \( O.mvars(X) \rightarrow \{ \text{values for } X \} \).

3.1. Local Processing

The basic means for processing queries is to create a working set \( W \) containing objects in the original set \( S \).

An object is taken from the set and passed through the query from left to right. At each stage it can pass or fail to pass a filter, and may add new objects to the working set. At each stage the object is processed using the function \( E \):

\[ E(F_i, O) \rightarrow \{ O_x \cdots \}, \{ O \} \]

\( E \) takes a filter and an object; and returns a (possibly empty) set of objects obtained through dereferencing, and either the initial object (if it passed the filter) or null. The actions of \( E \) are determined by the type of the filter \( F_i \):

- If \( F_i \) is a selection (pattern matching) operation, such as \( F_4 \) in the example query, the return set of dereferenced objects is empty. Each tuple of \( O \) is processed as follows: If the type field of the tuple matches the type field of the filter, the key and data fields are checked. If these fields match, the object passes the filter. The pattern can be a variety of things, "Matching" depends on what the pattern is:

  - The pattern may be a simple comparison (such as a regular expression for strings, or a range of values for a number). In this case matching involves equivalence of the pattern and the field in the tuple. The meaning of equivalence depends on the type of the field.

  - The pattern may be a ? such as in \( F_4 \). This matches anything.

  - The pattern may set a matching variable, as in \( F_1 \). The ?\( X \) adds the field value to the bindings for \( X \) (if the tuple otherwise matches.) Formally,

\[ \text{The choice of data structure for the working set determines the search order for the algorithm, for example a queue gives breadth-first search. Work by Sarantos Kapidakis shows that a node-based search (such as a breadth-first search) will give the best results in the average case[10].} \]
The field matches regardless of value, as with ?.

A matching variable may be used (as described in footnote 2 on Page 3.) In this case, the field matches if any of the values of the matching variable match the field value, that is field_value ∈ O.mvars(X). To be more precise we will give pseudocode for the E function in the case of a selection filter. The details of pattern matching have been left out, as formalizing them requires a discussion of data types and other concerns which are beyond the scope of this paper.

\[ E(\text{type_pattern, key_pattern, data_pattern}, O) : \]

- for each tuple \( t \in O \)
  - if \( t\).type = type_pattern
    - \( t\).key matches key_pattern
      - \( t\).data matches data_pattern
        - match = true
        - Modify O.mvars if key_pattern or data_pattern sets a matching variable.
- if \( \text{match} \) then
  - \( O.next = O.next + 1 \)
  - return \( \{j, O\} \)
- else
  - return \( \{j, \text{null}\} \)

\( F_i \) can be a dereference (\( \uparrow \text{ or } \uparrow \uparrow \)). An example of this is \( F_2 \) in the above query (\( \uparrow \uparrow X \)). In this case \( E \) returns a set of all of the pointer values of \( X \). With \( \uparrow \uparrow \), \( O \) is also returned.

\[ E(\uparrow \uparrow X, O) : \]

- Result_set = \( \{\} \)
  - for each \( x \in O.mvars(X) \)
    - if \( x \) is an object id then
      - create an object \( P \) for processing
  - The following line initializes \( P \):
    - \( P.id = x, P.start = O.next + 1, P.next = O.next + 1, P.iter# = O.iter# + 1, P.mvars = \{\} \)
    - Result_set = Result_set ∪ \( \{P\} \)
- if the filter is a \( \uparrow \uparrow \) then
  - \( O.next = O.next + 1 \)
  - return Result_set, \( O \)
- else
  - return Result_set, \( \text{null} \)

Some of the initialization of \( P \) in the above needs explanation. \( P.next \) is set to the filter after the dereference. \( P.mvars \) starts empty; the set contains no bindings. The use of \( P.start \) and \( P.iter# \) will be explained in the next paragraph.

- If \( F_i \) is an iterator \( \uparrow \text{, one of two things can happen. If the object has already passed through the entire body of the iterator, or if it is the result of a } k \text{ length pointer chain, it continues processing with } F_{i+1}. \) Otherwise processing continues at the beginning of the iterator \( (F_j). \) Note that iterators do not process objects repeatedly. Operations in the query interface language are idempotent; passing an object through the same filter many times will not change the result. Iterators instead control how often pointers are followed.

\( O.start \) is used to determine if an object has passed through the entire iterator. If \( O.start \) is greater than \( j \), the beginning of the iterator, then \( O \) must return to the beginning of the iterator. \( O.iter# \) stores the length of the pointer chain used to reach \( O \). For example, if an object \( P \) is reached by dereferencing \( O, P.iter# = O.iter# + 1 \). This is done as part of the dereferencing operation shown in the previous section of pseudocode for \( E \). If \( O.iter# \geq k \), \( O \) is the result of a pointer chain of length at least \( k \) and is not run back through the iteration.\(^5\)

\[ E(\uparrow \uparrow \uparrow, O) : \]

- if \( O.start \leq j \) or \( O.iter# \geq k \) then
  - \( O.next = O.next + 1 \)
- else
  - \( O.start = j \); So that \( O \) will pass next time.
  - \( O.next = j \)
  - return \( \{j, O\} \)

Actual processing occurs by creating a working set and filling it with the objects in \( S \). The \( .next \) and \( .start \) indexes for each of these objects is initialized to 1 (the first filter.) Iteration numbers are also set to 1, and the \( .mvars \) bindings are initially empty. Each object is taken from the set, and pushed through the filters (using the \( E \) function) until they either reach the end or fail to pass part of the filter. Dereferencing operations may add objects to the set. The query terminates when the set is empty.

To give a short example, let us assume that we have a set \( S \) containing an object \( A \). \( A \) has a reference pointer to \( B \), \( B \) has a pointer to \( C \), and \( C \) has a pointer to \( D \). We will run the following query (described at the beginning of this section) on the set \( S \):

\[ S \mid (\text{pointer, "Reference", ?X}) \uparrow \uparrow \uparrow X^3 \mid (\text{keyword, "Distributed", ?}) \rightarrow T \]

The object \( A \) (the only thing in \( S \)) is processed. \( A.iter# \) is initialized to 1. In \( F_1 \), the matching variable \( X \) is set to the pointer (object id) \( B \). \( F_2 \) dereferences this, setting \( B.start \) and \( B.next \) to 3, and \( B.iter# \) to \( A.iter# + 1 \), or 2. The initialized \( B \) is then added to the set \( W \). Next \( A \) continues processing with \( F_4 \), which checks for a keyword distributed and adds \( A \) to \( T \) if the keyword is found. Then \( B \) is removed from the set, and starts processing at the iterator \( F_3 = F_1^3 \) (as \( B.next = 3 \).) Since \( B.start > 1 \) and \( B.iter# < 2 \) we realize \( B \) is new to the iterator and the result of a short chain of pointers, so \( B \) goes to \( F_1 \) (with \( B.start = 1 \).) Here \( X \) is set to \( C \). In \( F_2 \) \( X \) is dereferenced; \( C \) is initialized with

\(^5\) \( O.iter# \geq k \) is not tested if \( k = \ast \). \( \ast \) may be thought of as \( \infty \).
C.start = C.next = 3 and C.iter# = B.iter# + 1 = 3 then placed in W. Next B reaches F3, but this time B.start ≤ 1 so it continues processing with F4. When C begins processing (at F3) C.iter# ≥ 3 and C exits the iteration (continuing with F4.) Thus the query terminates before examining D (which is 4 levels deep.)

So far we have assumed that iterators are not nested. We do not expect nesting to be common, but it is handled with a slight extension to the above algorithms. The iteration number associated with an object O (O.iter#) is actually a stack of iteration numbers. Where O.iter# is used in the above algorithms, we actually use the topmost iteration number, which corresponds to the innermost iterator. When a dereference occurs, the new object is initialized by copying the stack, and incrementing only the top iteration number.

Queries which cover the transitive closure of a graph of pointers (queries which contain an iterator [query parts] pose a potential problem: cycles in the graph of pointers could cause cycles in the processing, preventing termination. This is handled by marking objects as they are processed (actually, noting the object id in a table of used items); if a marked object is found in the working set it is ignored.

However, there is one important subtlety. Consider a query Q = S1 F1 F2 F3 F4 S6. Say a particular object O is in the initial set S1, but fails to make it through filter F1. Some other object containing a reference to O makes it through F1, and in F2 (a dereferencing filter) the pointer to O is dereferenced. Now we must realize that even though O was seen earlier (at F1), it still needs to be processed starting at F3. Thus, our mark table will record not only the identifiers of objects seen by a query, but also where in the query they were seen. In particular, mark_table(object.id) will store a set of filter numbers. In our example, after processing O at F1, mark_table(O) = {1}. After O is processed at F3, mark_table(O) = {1, 3}. Figure 3 gives the complete query processing algorithm.

Note that there is no global state to be maintained between processing of each object in the set other than that in the working set W and the mark table. In fact, the matching variable table O.mvar and "next filter" O.next are only needed while the object is being processed; O.mvar always starts as [] and in all cases O.next is initially equal to O.start. The only state which must be maintained in W are the object id, iteration number and starting point in the query. This cases the task of parallel processing; to process an object in the set all that must be known is the original query Q, the information in the object O and the mark table. We will see that the mark table can be maintained locally by each site, thus requiring very little distributed information.

For each object_id x ∈ S1 do ;; Initialize W from S1.
create an object O for processing.
O.id = x, O.start = 1, O.next = 1,
O.iter# = 1, O.mvars = {}
append O to W.

While not empty(W) do
O = head(W); remove O from the set
If O.start ≠ mark_table(O.id) then
mark_table(O.id) =
mark_table(O.id) = \{E(F0.mvar, O)
W = W \cup \{O\} ;; add all dereferences to the set.
If not null(O) then
S0 = S0 \cup \{O\} ;; add O to the result set

Figure 3: Query Processing Algorithm

3.2. Processing Remote Pointers

The basic idea behind processing a reference to a remote site as part of a query is to send the query, not the data. The remote machine processes the query, and returns any results to the originating site of the query. We expect objects in our system to be long relative to the size of a query, so sending the query results in a considerable savings in communication cost over sending the unprocessed objects to the originating site. In addition, processing can continue at the originating site, taking advantage of the parallelism inherent in a distributed system.

Each site keeps a local context for queries it is processing. This context is a set of queries {Q1, Q2, ...} where for each Qi we have:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q.id</th>
<th>An identifier for the query (assigned by the originating site.) Combined with Q.originator, this forms a globally unique identifier for the query.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q.originator</td>
<td>The site at which the query was issued.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.body</td>
<td>The body (F1, F2, ..., Fn) of the query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.size</td>
<td>The length n (number of Fi) of the query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.mark_table</td>
<td>The set of objects already processed (the mark_table described previously.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.W</td>
<td>The working set for this query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.result</td>
<td>The set of results of the query.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A query is processed as follows:

- The originating site sets up a context Q for the query.
- The algorithm of Figure 3 is run, with the context Q used for the working set W, filters Fi, mark_table, and result set S0.
When the $E$ function returns a set $s$ containing a reference to an object $O$ at a remote site $R$, that object is not added to the working set $Q.W$. Instead the query and reference are sent to the site $R$. Specifically the message includes $Q.id$, $Q.originator$, $Q.body$, and $Q.size$ from the query context, and $O.id$, $O.start$, and $O.iter#$ from the object being dereferenced.

When site $R$ receives the message, it tests if $Q.id@Q.originator$ is already in its set of query contexts. If not, $Q$ is added to the local query context, with $Q.result$, $Q.mark_table$, and $Q.W$ set to $. Then $O$ is added to $Q.W$, with $O.next$ set to $O.start$ and $O.mvars$ set to $. If the algorithm of Figure 3 is not already running (that is, $O$ is the only object in $Q.W$) it is started. Upon termination of the algorithm, $Q.result$ is sent to $Q.originator$, and $Q.result$ is reset to $$. Note that after a site has emptied $Q.W$ and sent results to $Q.originator$, another dereference message for $Q$ may arrive. Since the context $Q$ is still in place, the “setup cost” associated with the query is only required once at each involved site. The context $Q$ is discarded only on global termination of the query.

Note that all sites run an identical algorithm. The message setup time for a remote dereference is minimal: $Q.id$, $Q.originator$, $Q.body$, and $Q.size$ are fixed for each query; and $O.id$, $O.start$, and $O.iter#$ must be determined for both local and remote dereferences. Thus the cost of processing a distributed reference (at the “pointing” site) is just the cost of sending a message.

The originating site will also receive result messages. Since results are sent directly to $Q.originator$, no intermediate site need be involved in handling the results. Result messages are tagged with $Q.id$ so that the originating site can place them in the proper result set. There are two types of results:

- Object identifiers for objects that have passed all of the filters. These are put into the result set $S_q(Q.result)$ at the originating site. Further queries may use this set as a starting point (initial set $S_q$).
- Tuple values returned using the $\rightarrow$ operator (such as the example on Page 4.). These are sent to the originating site with a tag noting which $\rightarrow$ they belong to, so they can be bound to the proper variable in the application (title in the example.)

Cycle detection and marking are handled locally at each site. The information kept in $Q.mark_table$ at each site refers only to objects processed at that site. If a site $R$ has already processed an object $O$, and later another pointer to $O$ is dereferenced, a message will be sent to $R$ requesting that $O$ be processed. Object $O$ will be placed in the set $W$ at $R$, but when it is removed from the set the “already processed” mark will be found in $Q.mark_table$ and $O$ will be ignored.

This method does allow messages requesting that already processed objects be processed. Eliminating the extra messages (the second and later ones asking that $O$ be processed) would require a global mark table. We believe the cost in communications and complexity of such a global table would outweigh the cost of the extra messages generated by the algorithm we use.

4. Other Issues

We have described the basic distributed query processing mechanism. Some details have been left out; we briefly describe query termination and the naming of objects in a distributed environment here.

With only a single site, a query terminates when its working set is empty. With multiple sites, however, all of the working sets must be empty. Determining when this has happened is an instance of the Distributed Termination Problem[7], which has been the subject of considerable research. A number of algorithms to solve this problem have been developed. One that is particularly appropriate to HyperFile is the weighted messages algorithm[9,13], which has been implemented in our prototype.

There are a number of ways to map an object id to a specific object at a particular site. Name servers[1] can add to the cost of dereferencing a pointer, particularly if the name server is at a remote site. The obvious alternative of including the host site as part of the pointer seriously increases the cost of moving an object, as all pointers to the object must be updated if it changes sites. We use a variant of the method of $R^*[11]$ which includes the birth site and the presumed current site of an object in the name. The birth site is the final arbiter of the actual location of the object.

5. Experiments

We have implemented this algorithm in a prototype HyperFile server, distributed over a network of IBM PC/RTs connected by an ethernet. The RTs run Berkeley 4.3 UNIX; UDP and TCP/IP are used for inter-process communication. Each machine has a single server. This is a main memory database (as described in Section 2.1); although large objects are stored on disk none of our test queries required disk access. The implementation is not particularly efficient; it is built using an object-oriented programming system (Eiffel) and we have concentrated on extensibility rather than speed. An optimized system would significantly decrease the times we present. Our experimental client reads a query from a script, submitted it to HyperFile, received the result, and then went on to the next query in the script. The client ran at a separate machine from any of the servers.

We ran some performance tests on this system. The goal of our experiments was to understand the tradeoffs involved in handling remote pointers:
Performing similar queries in a distributed file system requires a message for each object. Our messages send only the query (about 40 bytes for the experiments presented here) versus potentially huge messages required to send a complete file. Hypertext systems require manually "browsing" through the data, and are not commonly distributed. Neither would be an interesting comparison.

We constructed synthetic data to use in our experiments. This allowed us to "parameterize" our tests, so we could load the system in various ways and study the results. In particular, each object searched as part of our test queries contained the following:

- Five search key tuples; one guaranteed to be unique to that object, one found in all objects, and three which were chosen from a space of 10, 100, and 1000 possible values respectively. Changing the tuple and value searched for allowed us to vary the number of items found by a query. For example, searching for a given key in the unique tuple would return one object.

- One chain pointer, which gave a linked list of all the items. In tests with more than a single machine, these pointers were always to a remote machine. This gives the maximum delay time; all servers are idle while each message is in transit.

- Fourteen random pointers. These each pointed to a randomly chosen object. They were divided into 7 types, with two pointers of each type. The probability of a pointer being to a local object varied from .05 to .95 depending on the type. For example, the two pointers of the Rand.05 type were almost always to a remote object. A query following the Rand.05 pointers would have high message cost. However, since there were two such pointers in each object (very likely to different machines) the query would "branch out", yielding some parallelism and reduced delays.

- Tree pointers which formed a spanning tree of the objects, such that the root of the tree had a single remote pointer to all other machines, and each of these was the root of a local spanning tree. This gives high parallelism with low message cost.

We ran tests with these items divided evenly among three machines and among nine machines. The pointers were constructed such that the desired properties (likelihood of a pointer being remote, etc.) were the same in both cases; i.e., the graph formed by the pointers in these objects was identical regardless of the number of machines. We also ran the tests with all items on a single machine. This gave a base case with which to compare the cost of handling remote pointers.

Each query traversed the transitive closure of the graph formed by a particular type of pointer, and looked for a given search key within each item in the transitive closure. For example, the query

\[
\text{Root} [ ( \text{Rand1Op, Tree, ?X} ) ]
\]

would traverse the tree structured graph (splitting immediately to each machine, and then tracing pointers locally on that machine.) Each object would be checked to see if it had a Rand10p tuple with a key of 5 (Since each item had a single Rand10p tuple, with its key value randomly distributed from 1 to 10, we would expect the result to contain about 10% of the items in the tree.)

From our experiments we deduced a few basic times. Local processing of a single object took approximately 8 milliseconds, plus another 20 milliseconds to add the object to the result set (if necessary.) The added time to process a remote pointer was roughly 50 milliseconds (including constructing the message, system calls for sending and receiving, and transmission delay.) About 50 milliseconds was also required for each remote result message. Of course, remote pointers may allow parallel processing of queries, so the extra time to process a remote pointer does not necessarily translate into an equivalent increase in client response time.

Perhaps more interesting than the above numbers is the actual query response time. We tried a number of cases, all based on the transitive closure query shown above. The graph structure was varied with each test; we tried extreme cases (such as Chain, giving maximum delay; or Tree, giving high parallelism at low message cost) as well as the randomly created graphs with varying locality of reference. We also tried varying the quantity of items returned (by changing the tuple in the search key.) For each test we timed 100 queries which followed the same pointers and looked for the same type of search key tuple, but randomly varied the key searched for (so the 100 queries were comparable, but not identical.) This time was the actual response time (wall clock) at the client.

There were 270 objects involved in the queries for which we report results. (Note that the total database was larger; however only 270 objects were looked at by our test queries.) As the algorithm is linear we expect using a different number of items in the query would result in a linear change in the response time. We did construct a
data set with half the number of items; this didn’t quite cut
the query time in half. This is as we would expect (since
there is some constant overhead associated with the query,
regardless of size.) Presenting more experiments with
varied data set sizes would tell little of interest; our pri-
mary concern is how remote pointers affect performance.

Running the query shown above (a transitive closure over
270 items, with approximately 27 in the result set) took
2.7 seconds when all the objects were at a single site,
when following either tree or chain pointers.

In the worst case delay scenario (following chain pointers)
in the distributed case (on either three or nine machines)
the query took 15 seconds. The delay and message cost of
such a query is high, however pointers with such a struc-
ture can probably be avoided in practice. When we
instead followed tree pointers a query averaged 1.5
seconds using three machines, and 1 second using nine
machines. We obviously gain from parallelism in this
query; times are significantly less than for a single site.

The above two cases are extremes. To study “normal”
situations we ran tests on the randomly constructed
pointers. Although still synthetic data, they are probably
more representative of real situations. The results of these
tests are graphed in Figure 4. Each data point represents a
test using the graph formed by the pointers with the given
probability (x axis) of being local (two such pointers per
object.) The cases at the far right of the graph generate
fewer messages, however they also are less likely to make
full use of the available parallelism. The cases at the far
left generate too much message traffic for our system;
although parallelism is increased, much of the time is
spent receiving and sending messages rather than process-
ning queries. We see that the system operates best with at
least 80% local references. We can also see that with
more machines we are more capable of handling a higher
percentage of remote references. This is good, as a more
highly fragmented database will probably have more
remote references.

Another interesting result concerns the number of items
returned by a query. Increasing the number of items
returned significantly increases the query processing time.
Given two queries that follow the same pointers, a highly
selective query may be faster in the distributed case, while
a less selective query may run faster when the entire data-
base is on a single server. For example, the case in Figure
4 where 95% of the pointers are local takes an average 1.1
seconds when run on three or nine machines, and 1.5
seconds when run at a single site. Note that this is return-
ing an average 10% of the items in the transitive closure.
If we instead select all of the items (using a key which is
found in all of the objects) the single site time jumps to
5.1 seconds. For three and nine sites we have 6.4 and 5.7
seconds. Sending results is expensive in our system; we
would have to make changes if queries with low selec-
tivity are frequent. We expect this will not be the case, as
the goal of most queries is to find a few interesting objects.
There is a straightforward modification that would help
this problem. In the case of queries which only construct
a new set (as opposed to returning specific fields from
objects) the result could be left as a “distributed set”. Each
server would send back the number of local result
items, rather than pointers to the items themselves. If this
number is large, the user will probably want to further restric-
t the results using a query rather than look at the
returned items. The portion of this set at each site would
be used to initialize the working set at that site for the new
query. This method would probably be employed only
when the size of the results exceeded some threshold.

Given that the goal of this system is efficient distributed
query processing as opposed to parallel processing, the
results are reasonable. In all but extreme cases, remote
pointers do not significantly increase response time. The
cost of processing messages and the transmission delay
are substantially offset by the gains in parallel processing.
We see that the cost of distribution is low (with respect to
response time, normally the most important measure to the
user of an interactive system.)

6. Conclusions and Further Work

We have described HyperFile, a back-end data service for
heterogeneous applications. It provides a query language
that permits searches based on properties of the stored
objects, as well as by following pointers contained in the
objects. We believe that the query language is powerful
enough so that many common queries in applications such
as document processing can be answered with a single
request to HyperFile. Yet, HyperFile is simple enough
so that it can be efficiently and easily implemented in a
distributed environment.

Figure 4: Query speedup with increasing probability
of local references.
This paper has focused on the algorithms for distributed filter queries. With the resulting algorithms, a search on a distributed network of objects causes the query and not the objects to move along the links. We also discussed HyperFile’s naming strategy and query termination algorithm, as well as experiences with a prototype.

Although we have covered the case of a distributed HyperFile server, it is important to note that our algorithms are also applicable to a shared memory, multiprocessor server. In this case all available processors can share the same general query information, mark table, and working set. Each processor must have space for local information, such as matching variables, while it is processing a particular document. Given this, each processor independently runs the algorithm of Section 3.1. Termination requires that the set be empty, and that no processors are still working on the query. Note that this is similar to processing of the Linda language[2]. Also notice that it is not necessary to have a strict locking mechanism to prevent two processors from working on the same document. Duplicate processing may create some duplicate answers, but not incorrect ones (due to the set-based nature of the result.)

We are currently working on a simple driving application. This application is a simple hypertext system. It allows conventional hypertext browsing operations. In addition, it lets the user pose HyperFile style queries that will be forwarded to HyperFile for processing. We believe this may address the “lost in hyperspace” problem that arises in large hypermedia databases. This problem refers to the inability of users to retrieve a document because they cannot manually construct the right path to it. With HyperFile, the user is able to pose powerful queries to automate the search for relevant documents.
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